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WELCOME
Wouldn’t it be great to speed up your business
and close more transactions? What if there was a
program that would allow you to increase your
brand name exposure and take your business and
company to the next level? CMG Financial’s Select
Partner Program is designed to do just that!

MAKING THE TRANSITION
FROM MORTGAGE BROKER TO MORTGAGE BANKER
Many mortgage brokers don’t know where to start when considering making the transition from mortgage broker to
mortgage banker. This process may seem overwhelming to many, but actually is not. The biggest hurdle to overcome
when making the transition to becoming a banker rather than a broker is the decision to change your business model.
Funding and closing loans in your name using a warehouse line of credit is easier than you think; it’s simply a change
from how you are accustomed to doing business today. Once you have made the decision to take this next step, CMG
Financial is here to walk you through the process to ensure a successful transition.
This guide is designed to help you better understand the requirements and processes to becoming a mortgage banker.

BENEFITS
Becoming a CMG Select Partner by transitioning to a mortgage banker has many benefits, including:
• Control of the Transaction – Greater control of the loan process...from choosing your own AMC to the timing of the
closing documents and funding.
• Disclosure – Get disclosure benefits by being the lender in the transaction.
• Brand Exposure – Build your company brand by closing loans in YOUR name.
• Service – Fund your loans internally to provide an enhanced customer experience to your borrowers and referral
sources.
• Increased Volume – Grow your loan volume with improved pricing and lower fees, better service and the ability to
attract and retain top performing loan originators and staﬀ.
• Reduced Risk – We provide the underwriting services, so you don’t bear any of the underwriting risk.
• Long Term Success - Adapt to the changing mortgage environment.
• Profit Margins – Reduces compensation plan limitations and takes advantage of pricing fee diﬀerentials.
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WHAT IS A SELECT PARTNER?
Select Partner is CMG Financial’s mini-correspondent program. Our Select Partner Program is a form of mortgage
banking that allows the mortgage banker to close and fund the loan in their own name, while CMG Financial assumes
the credit risk by taking on the responsibility of the underwriting and final credit decision.
The Select Partner process is not much diﬀerent from the traditional wholesale model; whereby, CMG Financial
underwrites the transaction and issues the final credit decision. The primary diﬀerence is instead of the loan closing in
CMG Financial’s name and utilizing CMG’s funds as a wholesale transaction does, the loan is closed in the name of the
Select Partner, who then funds the loan with their own warehouse facility or depository funds in the case of a financial
institution.
A Select Partner is a hybrid between a traditional wholesale broker and a traditional correspondent seller. Like a true
correspondent seller, the Select Partner is delivering a closed loan to a Secondary Market investor (CMG Financial),
allowing the Select Partner to enjoy the benefits included in Secondary Market transactions.
After funding, the loan is then delivered and sold to CMG Financial.

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SELECT PARTNER PROGRAM
Since the Select Partner is closing and funding the loan in their name, they take on more risk than funding as a
traditional broker.
• Accuracy of closing documents and instructions
• Compliance
• Warehouse funding related risk
• Trailing documents to the investor
• Closing a loan that your warehouse provider will not fund
• Potential need for additional staﬃng and related expenses
CMG Financial, as well as other 3rd party fulfillment providers can perform some of these tasks for you to mitigate the
risks associated with being a Select Partner. This is a cost eﬀective solution to scale your business with the fluctuations
of the mortgage market.
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SELECT PARTNER PROCESS FLOW

STEP

1
STEP

Select Partner originates the loan

2

Select Partner discloses, processes the file
and orders an AIR compliant appraisal

STEP

3
STEP

Select Partner submits full credit package to
CMG Financial

4
STEP

CMG Financial issues final credit decision and
authorizes Select Partner to prepare closing
documents and close the loan

5
STEP

Select Partner facilitates the preparation of the
closing documents, and then closes and funds the
transaction as the lender

6

Select Partner ships closed loan to CMG Financial
for purchase

SELECT PARTNER & FULL CORRESPONDENT COMPARISON
Select Partner

General Requirements

Advantages

Diﬀerences

Traditional Full Correspondent

• Good Credit
• Lower Net Worth than Traditional
Correspondent
• Consistent Volume
• Back Oﬃce Expertise or 3rd Party Fulfillment
Partner
• Mortgage Banking License

• Good Credit
• Higher Net Worth, typically $500K + Consistent
Volume
• Underwriting Staﬀ
• Back Oﬃce Expertise (Closing, Funding & Post)
• Mortgage Banking License

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved Borrower Experience
More Control of the Loan Process
Disclosure Benefits
Improved Pricing & Fees
Increased Brand Exposure
No Underwriting Risk
Increased Revenue

• Marginal Increase in Liability
• Easily Scalable
• CMG Decisions All Loans - No Underwriting
Risk

Improved Borrower Experience
More Control of the Loan Process
Disclosure Benefits
Improved Pricing & Fees
Increased Brand Exposure
Increased Revenue

• Significant Increase in Liability
• Additional Management Responsibilities
• Diﬃcult to Scale - Increased Overhead
Exposure
• Correspondent Decisions All Loans - Increased
Risk
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OBTAINING A WAREHOUSE LINE OF CREDIT
What is a Warehouse Line of Credit?
A warehouse line of credit is a commercial credit line with advances secured by a mortgage promissory note. The
warehouse line is your most important tool for faster executions, more control and higher loan production volume. A
warehouse line is not an unsecured line of credit that a mortgage company can access simply by writing a check.
Warehouse Line of Credit Requirements
When you apply for a warehouse line of credit, your company may be required to provide audited financial statements
to demonstrate your net worth. Most warehouse banks require that you maintain this minimum requirement during
the time the line is open and active. Net worth, in addition to monthly loan production, are the two primary factors in
determining the size of your credit line.
Since you can fund two to three times the amount of your warehouse line in any given month, obtaining a line for
approximately 50% to 60% of your monthly volume should be suﬃcient. This is because loans will be constantly
moving oﬀ your warehouse line as CMG Financial purchases them.
CMG Financial has relationships with several companies who can help you obtain a warehouse line of credit. Currently,
we do not extend warehouse lines of credit so it is necessary for you to obtain a warehouse line of credit if you do not
already have one established.
What is a Haircut?
A haircut is the portion of the mortgage loan amount that the warehouse lender will not advance on your line, which
you are responsible to cover when funding a loan. Generally, the warehouse bank will fund 99% of the note amount on
A-Paper agency loans, however, it varies from warehouse bank to warehouse bank.
In most cases, you will find that by “net funding” the loan, you will not need to advance the full note amount to close
the transaction. To “net fund,” you will only be funding the note amount less any amounts owed to you by the borrower
at closing; escrows/impounds, origination fees, discount points, underwriting and processing fees, prepaid interest, etc.
By “net funding” these amounts, you can often avoid the haircut. An added benefit is that you will be charged less
warehouse interest for taking a smaller advance on your warehouse line.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SELECT PARTNER
• Obtain a Lender or Mortgage Banking License (varies by state).
• Establishing an Appraisal Independence Rule (AIR) policy.
• Obtaining insurance coverage to satisfy CMG Financial’s and the warehouse lender’s requirements. The types of
insurance required include Errors & Omissions (E&O), Fidelity Bond, and for some warehouse lenders, Surety Bond.
• Establish pricing policies – You no longer need Lender Paid Compensation Plans with your investors.
Additionally, YSP is no longer disclosed up-front or on the HUD 1 settlement statement.
• Up-front Disclosures – You still prepare your up-front disclosures, but since you are acting as the lender, you are
not required to disclose any lender credit in box 2 of the GFE that you receive from the investor.
• Origination, processing, submission to underwriting and getting the loan final approved.
• Obtain an account with a Flood Vendor so you can order your own Flood Certifications.
• Obtain a MERS Lite or General Relationship. MERS TPO is not acceptable for Secondary Market transactions.
• Appraisal Ordering – You would order the appraisal through your AIR compliant AMC.
• Obtain ability to remit the FHA UFMIP (if applicable).
• Closing, funding, shipping and post-closing functions – CMG Financial or 3rd party fulfillment company can
provide these services.
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THE CLOSING PROCESS
Upon receiving your final loan approval and clear to close notice, it is time to order closing documents. The Select
Partner orders closing documents, either through a 3rd party fulfillment company or CMG Financial can prepare the
closing documents on your behalf. The closing documents are prepared in the Select Partner’s name and sent to the
settlement agent.
Once the documents are executed, they are returned to the Select Partner or the 3rd party fulfillment company for
disbursement.

THE DISBURSEMENT PROCESS
All funds advanced by your warehouse bank are secured by a collateral package, which is typically required before
funds will be advanced on your warehouse line. Exceptions to this would apply when you are closing loans in a “wet”
funding state. Wet funding simply means that funds are required to be to the title company by closing for a purchase
or by the disbursement date for refinances.
Collateral Package
The collateral package is the most important component for securing advances on your warehouse line.
• The original executed Note; endorsed or accompanied by an original Allonge
• An original Bailee Letter (also referred to as a First Lien Letter) from the settlement agent (varies by state)
Funding the Loan Transaction
To have funds advanced to your warehouse line, you will need to do the following:
• Obtain purchase commitment in clear to close status
• Submit your warehouse advance request
• Deliver an executed collateral package to the warehouse bank. (Exception in wet states)

SELECT PARTNER FUNDING PROCESS WORK FLOW
Funds from
Warehouse Line

Loan Closing at
Settlement Agent

Executed Closing
Package

COLLATERAL PACKAGE
1.

Original Executed Mortgage Note

2.

Certified true copy of the Mortgage/Deed of Trust

3.

Valid Bailee Letter (First Lien Letter) If Applicable

SELECT PARTNER

Collateral Package
and Bailee Letter

CMG
FINANCIAL

Warehouse
Bank

Funds to payoﬀ
Warehouse Line
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
After the loan is closed and funded, the closing package
is submitted to CMG Financial for purchase. We will
review the documents to ensure that the loan was
closed accurately and all conditions of our loan
approval have been met. If any items are missing or
need to be corrected, a loan purchase condition requirements list will be sent to you.
Once all CMG Financial conditions (if any) are received and cleared, the loan is purchased and we will send funds to you
via your warehouse bank, who then uses those funds to repay your warehouse advance, any fees and interest, then
forwards the remaining proceeds to you.

STEPS REQUIRED FOR A SUCCESSFUL LOAN PURCHASE
The faster your loans are purchased, the faster you receive your revenue on the loan. In addition, the quicker loans
come oﬀ your warehouse line, the more opportunities you will have to fund more loans.
Delivering Your Closing Package
CMG Financial must receive the fully executed closing documents from the Select Partner, in addition to the collateral
package, which is sent directly to us from your warehouse bank. Once we receive both the credit documents and
collateral package, the transaction will be considered received for purchase review.
CMG Financial should receive both the Select Partner closing documents and the collateral package within 24 to 48
hours after the closing of the loan. Submitting a complete file that is stacked correctly will help CMG Financial clear
your warehouse line of credit quickly.
Paperless Delivery
To simplify the delivery of your closing package to CMG Financial, we encourage you to submit your executed closing
documents electronically through EDM, our imaged document application within our website. This speeds up the
process to get your loans purchased as quickly as possible.
Loan Purchase
After receipt and review of the closing and collateral packages, we will combine them with the original credit package
that was previously submitted to CMG Financial and perform the following:

•
•

Review all legal documents, clear any conditions and set the loan up for purchase.

•

Select Partner will be required to:

Send a purchase advice to the Select Partner.

o

Review and approve the final purchase advice.

o
o

Verify we have the correct wire instructions.

o

Notify your warehouse bank that funds will be wired.

Register and transfer the MERS MIN number to CMG Financial.
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Post Funding
As a Select Partner, you have certain post funding responsibilities, which include:

•

1098 Reporting – CMG Financial prepares and submits 1098 forms only on payments that are due to CMG. The
Select Partner is responsible for 1098 tax reporting on payments, interest and settlement fees charged and
collected by the Select Partner.

•

Deliver final documents to CMG Financial:

o

Final title policy

o

Recorded deed of trust or mortgage

o

FHA Mortgage Insurance Certificate (MIC) - (CMG Financial submits for insuring)

o

VA Loan Guaranty Certificate (LGC) - (CMG Financial submits for insuring)

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How do I get approved as a Select Partner?
The approval process is very similar to getting approved to do business with a wholesale lender. Simply contact us
and we will be happy to provide you a Select Partner Approval Package. The process typically takes approximately
two weeks upon receipt of a complete application package.
What net worth do you require to get approved as a Select Partner and do you require audited financials?
We require a net worth of $50,000, and do not require audited financials, however, individual states may have state
specific mortgage banking requirements. In addition, in order to get approved for a warehouse line of credit, you
may be required to provide audited financials or maintain a higher net worth.
Do I need a Secondary Marketing Department?
No, Select Partners sell on a best-eﬀorts basis, which has no pair-oﬀ fees or market risk.
Do I need to hire additional staﬀ to be a Select Partner?
Not likely. Our Select Partner program oﬀers the flexibility to integrate into your current business model. CMG
Financial performs all underwriting functions and you can either have us or a 3rd party fulfillment company handle
the document preparation, funding and post-closing functions.
As a Select Partner, am I required to service my own loans?
No, CMG Financial will continue to service all Select Partner loans. Upon purchase, you would issue a goodbye
letter to the borrower informing them the loan has been sold to CMG Financial.
Will I be assigned a new AE or operations center?
No, you will continue to work with the same CMG Financial team you are accustomed to working with.
What are the requirements to get a warehouse line of credit?
The requirements vary among warehouse banks. Factors such as net worth, length of time in the industry,
experience, geographic territory, loan programs oﬀered, monthly production volume, etc. are all considered when
applying for a warehouse line.
How do I get CMG Financial approved as a takeout investor for my warehouse line?
We are already an approved takeout investor for most of bigger warehouse banks. If we are not on your
warehouse banks approved list, simply provide your AE with your warehouse bank’s contact information and we
will contact them to get approved.
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When do I need to decide where I will be selling each loan?
As a Select Partner, since CMG Financial is providing the credit decisions for all loans, the decision on who to sell
each loan to should be determined up-front at origination.
Do I need to sell all my loans to CMG Financial?
Not if your warehouse bank has other takeout investors approved.
Do I need to establish a Lender Paid Compensation Program on Select Partner transactions?
No, as a Select Partner, since all loans are closing and funding in your name, it is a Secondary Marketing
transaction, which can be priced diﬀerently from transaction to transaction.
Are the rates and fees for Select Partner diﬀerent than a traditional wholesale relationship?
Yes, Select Partners receive improved pricing and a reduction in fees.
Do I have to use one of CMG Financials’ approved AMCs when ordering the appraisal?
No, you may choose any AMC or Appraisal Panel that is AIR and UCDP compliant. We do require a copy of our AIR
policy when applying to be approved as a Select Partner.
I’m not FHA approved, can I sell you FHA loans as a Select Partner?
No, only DE Lenders or community banks that are FHA Supervised Lenders can sell us FHA loans by executing a
Principal Agent Agreement.
Will I need to become MERS ready?
Yes, as a MERS General or MERS Lite member. Select Partner loans must be registered with MERS and docs
executed with a valid MIN number.
Are there any products that aren’t allowed to be delivered to you as a Select Partner?
No, your warehouse provider may have some restrictions on what you may fund on your warehouse line.
Who orders the Mortgage Insurance on Select Partner loans?
We do and CMG Financial will be named as the insured lender, however if you have a master policy with a
mortgage insurer, you can order the mortgage insurance and provide the MI Cert to us.
Who orders the tax return transcripts?
You do. We have an account set up with Rapid Reporting, which allows you to process the 4506T and order the tax
transcripts early on in the process. Since you are ordering them on our behalf, the cost for transcripts are charged
to CMG Financial and not you.
Does the loan have to be funded or purchased by the lock expiration date?
The closed loan package must be delivered to CMG Financial on or prior to the lock expiration date. Once we
receive the closing package, you can extend up to 10 days at no cost in order for CMG Financial to review,
condition, clear and purchase the loan.
Does my company have to bring money to every closing?
Rarely, but it depends on the type of loan, commitment price from the investor and the funding requirements of
your warehouse provider.
When do I get paid on the loan?
The originator (Select Partner) is paid when we purchase the loan and the money is sent to your warehouse bank,
who in turn pays oﬀ the advance and deposits the remaining money into your account.
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How long can I keep the loan on my warehouse line before selling it?
Generally, you want all loans sold and purchased prior to the first payment date. Keep in mind, that loans left on
your warehouse line for an extended period of time will increase your warehouse interest expense and reduce your
revenue.
How long does it take for CMG Financial to purchase the loan?
The length of time a loan remains on your warehouse line varies, depending on the delivery time and quality of
your closing package submission. On average, Select Partner loans are purchased and removed from your line 7 to
10 days after the loan has closed.
Who earns interest that accrues on the loan while it is on the warehouse line?
Any interest earned is income to the Select Partner.
Why would CMG Financial ask me to repurchase a loan?
Fraud would be the primary reason for a repurchase. Although we are underwriting the loan and making the
credit decision, misrepresentations are the responsibility of the Select Partner.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
‣

Does your company maintain E&O and fidelity insurance?

‣

Do you have quality control and compliance procedures in place?

‣

Are you setup with an AMC and have an Appraisal Independence Rule (AIR) policy?

‣

Who is my competition?

‣

What products does your company originate and what is your refinance and purchase mix?

‣

Am I prepared to take on this additional risk? What if I make a mistake?

‣

Does your company have a mortgage banking license in the states in which you originate loans?

SUMMARY
CMG Financial’s Select Partner Program oﬀers a simple solution to mortgage brokers who want to take the next step
into mortgage banking. As a Select Partner, you gain all the advantages of being a mortgage banker without all the
additional risks and costs associated with traditional correspondent banking.
GETTING STARTED
‣

Licensing – All Select Partners must meet both state and national S.A.F.E Act licensing requirements.

‣

Obtain a warehouse line – We work with several warehouse banks that oﬀer warehouse lines to mortgage brokers
looking to transition to mortgage bankers.

‣

Find a 3rd party fulfillment provider if not provided in conjunction with your warehouse line.

‣

Call your CMG Financial Account Executive for assistance!

More information on the Select Partner Program including warehouse
banks or 3rd party providers can be found at the following link:
WWW.CMGSELECTPARTNERINFO.COM
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Corporate Headquarters
3160 Crow Canyon Rd, Ste 400
San Ramon, CA 94583
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